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INFP

General Strengths: inFPs work to uphold group harmony, values, and ethics. they work 

tirelessly on the efforts they believe in, focusing on what is compassionate and caring. 

value to the PLC How to Show iNFPs Their value as PLC Members

upholding values and ideals by working for them

Recognizing the uniqueness of each adult and child

insisting on reflection, especially on unintended 
consequences, before decisions

Building a vision of what can be achieved

take their unique perspectives seriously

Remember that team decisions may impact how 
children view themselves

Balance team efforts between tasks and relationships 
with each other

Give them time to work independently so they have 
energy for group interactions

Approach to Data Approach to Accountability

May view the spark in a child’s eye as the most 
important indicator of achievement

Prefer organized, useful data and may get involved in 
finding and streamlining sources

Motivated by formative assessments to change 
instruction to help each child

interested in holistic data that shows growth in the 
whole child

Believe deeply in creating environments in which every 
child can succeed

Frustrated when accountability measures threaten 
classroom creativity

seek in-depth strategies that resulted in systemic 
change at similar schools

Wary of one-size-fits-all ideas

Collegial PLC Activity Preferences Communication Style

independent study or work before collaboration

Peer coaching and mentoring

Case study or lesson study for in-depth learning

exploring multiple strategies and models before setting 
plans

Persuade through values, emotions, and strength of 
ideas

appreciate protocols that allow for reflection, 
formulating thoughts

Find too much interaction draining

Often use stories or images to convey ideas

What Causes Distress or Discouragement Strategies for Relieving Stress

taking a stand, based on ideals, that is then ignored or 
belittled

Watching others engage in political maneuvering, act 
hypocritically, or compromise values

talk with an objective, trusted friend to find a different, 
more realistic perspective or logical way to proceed

Pursue beading or woodworking that requires logical 
planning, or find an enjoyable mental puzzle such as 
chess or sudoku 

An iNFP might say: “i view every strategy through the lens of its impact on all students. Will 

it help those who are ahead of grade level? Behind? struggling to learn english? struggling to 

get three square meals a day? struggling to find personal meaning in the curriculum? it isn’t 

that i need to be unique if i seem resistant to a strategy; it’s that i know all of my students are 

unique, and i want to create paths for each one to succeed.”




